TEACH YOURSELF NUMEROLOGY

How to teach yourself numerology, it’s simple I have created this pdf file for you, enjoy it. All you need is just Your Date of Birth and a paper and a pen and you are up to. You can check what your numbers say about you, your friends and your relatives so have fun...

Write your Date of Birth in mm/dd/yy format, that is month/date/year...
For instance let’s take an example for your simplicity, in this file I am going to discuss with you the most important number and the average of your overall numerology report “THE PATH NUMBER LIFE” the life path number tells us the lessons we need to learn in this lifetime and then shows each of us the talents we possess that will help us to learn these lessons.
Here is an example (05/17/1991),

What you have to do is simply add all the numbers to obtain a single digit number...
In the above example it’s simple like for all other D.O.B.
It is written as \(1 + 7 + 0 + 5 + 1 + 9 + 9 + 1 = 33\), we obtain 33 change it to a single digit \(3 + 3 = 6\)...
This is life path number of this very person..

Now what can you say about this person, here is the simple reading for each of the number.....

**LIFE PATH NUMBER 1**
Your life path number will take you to the heights of independence and leadership. But before you can attain your destined success you must learn to practice moderation, develop patience and accept your limitations. You must also resign yourself to the fact that the World does not revolve around you.

**LIFE PATH NUMBER 2**
Your life path is one of harmony, teamwork and cooperation; you are destined to unite people in common good. But in order to succeed in your life path you will need to learn to say ‘no’, refusing to allow to
take advantage of your generosity and gentility. You also need to get your head out of the clouds - too much fantasy could keep you from actualizing your goals....

**LIFE PATH NUMBER 3**
Your life path is one of exuberance, spontaneity, joy and inspiration. However, you must learn reliability and responsibility, growing to respect others through honesty and kindness. In other words, try and curb that blunt tongue of yours!....

**LIFE PATH NUMBER 4**
Your life path will be marked by hard work and steadfastness, laying down strong foundations and building a steady future. With 4 life path number you will need to learn to accept change, however, refusing to dwell in “what was” and may never be again. Try to take life a little less seriously and remember that it may be better to be kind and loved rather than strict and righteous.

**LIFE PATH NUMBER 5**
Your life path is sure to be defined with change, rebellion, and freedom. But if you are to ever truly enjoy your desired freedom you must learn personal discipline in achieving a high level of
commitment to one ideal, dream, and/or goal. You are in danger of floundering through life jumping from job to job, passion to passion, and relationship to relationship without achieving any real success.

**LIFE PATH NUMBER 6**

Your life path is trying to teach you about harmony and responsibility and the balance between work and home. You need to learn all of these above qualities and priorities, growing to understand your own cycles of mood, enthusiasm, creativity and ability. Get in touch with your own sense of self and harmony and use it! This doesn’t mean that you must be a single-faced docile creature, for as a number 6 you have many sides to your nature. But, you still MUST learn harmony, synergy, tranquility, and responsibility if you’re ever to find your life’s true success.

**LIFE PATH NUMBER 7**

Your life path is the path of the explorer and wisdom seeker who instinctively understands the subtle intricacies and spiritual truth of life. But your sensitivity often leaves you feeling overwhelmed and if you are to achieve your life path’s success you need to sit down and truly ponder your goals and desires of life. You need to remove
yourself from the tedious and overwhelming demands of your daily activities and seek the divine.

**LIFE PATH NUMBER 8**
Your life path will be the one of authority, mastery and dominance. But you are in danger of valuing money and material worth over the inherent value of life and beauty. You must learn to accept others as they are—splendid in all of their different skins and coats—ensuring that you don’t begin to hail conformity above individuality. Before you can find your life path’s truest measure of success, you will need to master justice and compassion.

**LIFE PATH NUMBER 9**
The life path number of 9 is one of great love and compassion, leading you to an unconditional acceptance of all humankind. Before you are able to give this of yourself, however, you will need to begin looking beyond yourself and developing a kinship with love for others, learning to accept that their path in life may not be same as yours and that perhaps that just might be okay.
NOTE: Many numerologist do believe that numbers 10, 11, 22, 33 have their special impact but as of now number 10 represents the quality of 1, similarly 11 and 22 represent the same quality as 2 and 4 respectively.

Enjoy numerology, know yourself and your friends, have fun.

With regards!

Enjoy life!